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Photovoltaic - rooftop facility – Aviator Camp Zierenberg 

Owner Flugsportvereinigung Kassel Zierenberg e. V.  

„With solar energy from takeoff to the landing“– Step I 

Project overview 

Project  Installed  

power 

CO² 

reduction 

Number of served 

households 

Energy output p.a. 

Aviator Camp 

Zierenberg 

64,8 kWp 36,3 t p.a. Approx.  19  52.990 kWh 

 

Concept photovoltaic facility aviator camp 

With its aviator camp consisting of a several number of buildings and hangers the gliding club FSV Kassel 

Zierenberg owns substantial realty. For that, the energy costs rose substantially in recent years. 

Furthermore, there is a large dependence to the fossil energy sources because of the needed use of a 

diesel powered winch for takeoff and cars for the air traffic. These costs are going to rise in the future as 

well. 

During this development, electric cars, self-launching gliders and electric winches do already exist on the 

market so that a concept “With solar energy from takeoff to the landing” was developed to 

establish a renewable and independent electrical power supply in the medium term for the buildings 

and the aircrafts as well with the aim at keeping gliding affordable for everyone.  

In step I a solar power plant had been built on the roof of the so called “New Hall”, whereat the 

energy production is used to cover the own usage and surplus power is fed into the public grid. 

To embed the design into the concept, the plant had been realized as a string converter design 

by using a central inverter what makes it possible to realize the following enlargements without 

any modification:  

- Installation of an energy storage to increase the self-sufficiency rate 

- Extension of the PV plant on the other buildings with different roof pitches 

- Installation of an electric vehicle charging station for gliders and winches  

- Installation of further energy sources (domestic wind turbines) 

- Involvement of a cogeneration unit into the energy system (replacement heating system) 
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Components / Specific characteristics Explanations/ advantages 

Solar modules: JA Solar monocrystalline modules 

JAM5L: 324 pcs. (power class: 200 Wp )/ 

Inverter:  1 pc. AMK S60 WOB  

Distribution box  I-GAK String connection box, 12. pcs. Sinusstrom VIPER 

Max. efficiency >99 % 

MPP voltage 250 – 740 V 

Max. input current 12,5 A 

Protection class IP 65  

Peripheral MPP-Tracker enable the 

connection of solar modules in various 

inclinations and alignments without loss of 

efficiency. At the same time a battery in the 

DC intermediate circuit can be handled, that 

means it can be charged or discharged 

independent from the von status of the PV 

plant without conversion loss. 

 

 

 

 

 

An highly accurate surveillance and monitoring system of power plant technology ensures the output 

and provides control factors for the load management of the energy storage 
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Completed Power Plant 

 

 


